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So far, various multiphoton entangled states have been observed experimentally by using different experi-
mental setups. We present a scheme to realize many stochastic local operations and classical communication
inequivalent states of three and four qubits via projective measurements on suitable entangled states. We
demonstrate how these states can be observed experimentally in a single setup and study the feasibility of
implementation with present-day technology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Entangled states are an essential resource for quantum
information applications. Recently, the equivalence under
stochastic local operations and classical communication
�SLOCC� was successfully used to classify multipartite en-
tanglement �1–4�. This classification is particularly relevant
for evaluating the use of states for multiparty quantum com-
munication as states of the same SLOCC class can be em-
ployed for the same applications. Therefore, the experimen-
tal realization of different SLOCC-inequivalent states is
highly desirable.

So far, several SLOCC-inequivalent states have been re-
alized in various physical systems. The largest variety of
states was observed in experiments that rely on photonic
qubits �e.g., Ref. �5��. However, typical for this experimental
approach is its inherent inflexibility. The design of the nec-
essary optical network is especially tailored to the particular
state that should be observed. Consequently, once a particu-
lar network is built, it will not offer, in general, the choice
between different SLOCC-inequivalent states. Recently, a
linear optics experiment was performed that broke with this
inflexibility �6� by allowing the observation of an entire fam-
ily of SLOCC-inequivalent four-photon entangled states. Es-
sentially, this was achieved by multiphoton interference.

Here we show that projective measurements on sub-
systems can provide another means of preparing SLOCC-
inequivalent classes of entangled states �7�. It is well known
that atomic entangled states, even from different SLOCC
classes, can be remotely prepared by projective measure-
ments on photons �8,9�, which previously have been en-
tangled with the atoms—i.e., by a measurement of typically
half of the total multipartite entangled state. Here, in con-
trast, we focus on the property of certain symmetric multi-
partite entangled states that allow a more flexible preparation
of families of SLOCC-inequivalent types of entanglement by
projective measurements on small subsystems. The initial
n-qubit symmetric states can be observed in linear optics
setups that distribute n photons of a single spatial mode to n
different output modes. Subsequent projective measurements
on these n-qubit states will yield states belonging to different

SLOCC classes. We focus in the following on the case of
n=4 and 5 and demonstrate that our approach can be realized
by using a single linear optical setup only.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we discuss
the effect of projective measurements on particular symmet-
ric states. We begin our investigations with SLOCC-
inequivalent three-qubit states obtained from the four-qubit
symmetric Dicke state with two excitations �D4

�2�� �10–12�.
Further, we show how to obtain SLOCC-inequivalent four-
qubit entangled states like, e.g., the Greenberger-Horne-
Zeilinger �GHZ� state �GHZ4�, W state �W4�, and even �D4

�2��,
via projective measurements on five-qubit states, which are
given by superpositions of two symmetric Dicke states �13�.
In Sec. III we will discuss the experimental implementation
of the proposed schemes. We recapitulate the experiment of
Ref. �11�, which lead to the observation of �D4

�2�� and discuss
the feasibility of an extension in order to observe the five-
qubit states.

II. PROJECTIVE MEASUREMENTS ON PARTICULAR
SYMMETRIC STATES

In their seminal work, Dür et al. �2� discovered that only
two SLOCC-inequivalent classes of genuine tripartite
entanglement exist: the GHZ and W classes. Well-known
representatives of these classes are the states �GHZ3�
=1 /�2��HHH�+ �VVV�� and �W3�=1 /�3��HHV�+ �HVH�
+ �VHH��, respectively. We utilize the notation for polariza-
tion encoded qubits throughout this work—e.g., �HHV�
= �H�a � �H�b � �V�c and �H� or �V� mean linear horizontal �H�
or vertical �V� polarization of photons, respectively—and the
subscript denotes the spatial mode of each photon. In con-
trast to the three-qubit case, the SLOCC classification of
four-partite entangled states is much richer, containing infi-
nitely many SLOCC-inequivalent four-partite entangled
states �3,14�.

In the following we show that via projective measure-
ments on particular symmetric states, SLOCC-inequivalent
entangled states of a lower qubit number can be obtained. To
this end, we consider particular members of the family of
symmetric Dicke states �10�. Generally, a symmetric N-qubit
Dicke state with m excitations, denoted as �DN

�m��, is, again in
the notation of polarization encoded photonic qubits, the
equally weighted superposition of all possible permutations*witlef.wieczorek@mpq.mpg.de
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of N-qubit product states with m vertically and N−m hori-
zontally polarized photons.

A. Projections of the four-qubit Dicke state �D4
(2)
‹

First, we aim at obtaining states from the two inequivalent
tripartite entanglement classes by applying projective mea-
surements on a four-qubit entangled state. The symmetric
Dicke state

�D4
�2�� = 1

�6
��HHVV� + �HVHV� + �VHHV� + �HVVH�

+ �VHVH� + �VVHH��

turned out to be useful for this purpose �11�. Here, we will
analyze in more detail which three-qubit states can be ob-
tained.

Generally, an arbitrary projective measurement can be ex-
pressed by P��� ,���ª ��� ,���	�� ,���, with ��� ,���=���H�
+��ei���V� �all parameters real and ��2+��2=1�. The projec-
tion P��� ,��� applied on �D4

�2�� leads to the three-qubit states

� ���D3
�2�� + ��e−i���D3

�1�� , �1�

which are arbitrary superpositions of the two entangled, sym-
metric three-qubit Dicke states �Table I�.

To analyze the entanglement of the states, we choose as a
suitable entanglement measure the three-tangle �3 �15�,
which distinguishes the W and GHZ class as only for GHZ-
type entangled states is �3 nonzero �2�. The solid line in Fig.
1 shows �3 for the states of Eq. �1� in dependence of ��

���=cos ���. It is found that the three-tangle is zero for ��
=0,� /2 ���=0,1�, which corresponds to a measurement in
the computational basis. There, we obtain states from the W

class: namely, �W3�
�D3
�1�� and �W̄3�=1 /�3��VVH�+ �VHV�

+ �HVV��
�D3
�2��, respectively. For all other values of ��,

�3�0, implying that these states belong to the GHZ class.
The maximal value of �3=1 /3 is obtained for ��=� /4, cor-
responding to a measurement in the ��� basis, where �� �
=1 /�2��H�� �V��. For ��=� /4 and ��=0,�, one obtains the

G3 states �16� with �G3
+�= 1

�2
��W̄3�+ �W3�� and �G3

−�= 1
�2

��W̄3�
− �W3��, respectively.

The G3 states can be transformed directly into the GHZ3
state, which has the maximal possible three-tangle �3=1, via
the stochastic local operations �local filtering�

T+ = H�1

2� 1
�3

+ i�1 +  1
�3

− i�	z��H ,

T− = H�1

2� 1
�3

+ i�	x + i 1
�3

− i�	y��H ,

where 	x, 	y, and 	z are the Pauli spin matrices and H is the
Hadamard transformation, in the following way:

�T+ � T+ � T+��G3
+� = 1

3 �GHZ3� ,

�T− � T− � T−��G3
−� = 1

3 �GHZ3� . �2�

Though these operations perform the desired transformation,
they only do so with a success probability of 1 /9. Figure 1
shows the three-tangle when the operation T+ � T+ � T+ is
applied successfully to all states of Eq. �1�. For ��=� /4 the
three-tangle is indeed increased to its maximal value of �3
=1.

B. Projections of superpositions of five-qubit Dicke states

Extending the idea described before, SLOCC-inequivalent
four-partite entangled states can be obtained from suitable
five-qubit symmetric states via projective measurements.
Here we consider an arbitrary superposition of the two sym-
metric five-qubit Dicke states �D5

�2�� and �D5
�3��:

�
5� = ��D5
�2�� + �ei��D5

�3�� . �3�

We note that these states can also be seen as a natural choice
as they are obtained via a single projective measurement on
the six-qubit Dicke state �D6

�3��. The states �
5� belong to two
different SLOCC classes. The first class occurs for �=0 or
�=0, as the states �D5

�2�� and �D5
�3�� can be transformed into

each other by spin-flipping all qubits. The second class is
given for ��0 and ��0. The weighting and phase between
the terms of �
5� can be changed easily via the SLOCC op-
erations Tr

�5=Tr � Tr � Tr � Tr � Tr, with Tr= ��1+1 /r�1+ �1
−1 /r�	z� /2 and r�0 complex. To obtain a new ratio of pa-

rameters �̄ / ��̄ei�̄�, r needs to be chosen as ��̄ei� / ��̄�ei�̄�.
Note that this reasoning could also be applied for the states
of Eq. �1�.

A single projective measurement P��� ,��� applied on �
5�
yields the four-qubit entangled states

TABLE I. Three-qubit states obtained by a single projective
measurement on the state �D4

�2��; cf. Eq. �1�.

�� �� �� State

cos �� sin �� �� cos ���D3
�2��+e−i�� sin ���D3

�1��
1 0 �D3

�2��
�W̄3�
0 1 �D3

�1��
�W3�
1
�2

1
�2

0 ��D3
�1��+ �D3

�2��� /�2
�G3
+�

1
�2

1
�2

� ��D3
�1��− �D3

�2��� /�2
�G3
−�

FIG. 1. Three-tangle �3 for the states of Eq. �1� without �solid
line� and with �dashed line� application of the transformation T+

� T+ � T+ �where ��=cos �� and ��=0�.
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�
4� � ���e−i���D4
�1�� + ���ei��D4

�3��

+ ���� + ���ei��−�����6/4�D4
�2�� . �4�

These states are superpositions of all symmetric four-qubit
entangled Dicke states. In particular, these superpositions
contain the SLOCC-inequivalent family of states
��� ,�� ,� ,����GHZ4�+��� ,�� ,� ,����D4

�2�� �for details, see
�17��, which forms according to the SLOCC classification by
Verstraete et al. �3� a subset of the four-qubit entangled ge-
neric family Gabcd. In the following we discuss prominent
SLOCC-inequivalent states of the family of Eq. �4� �see also
Table II�.

Remarkably, we obtain a four-qubit GHZ4 state. This can
be easily seen when we consider the state �GHZ4

−�
=1 /�2��HHHH�− �VVVV�� under a Hadamard transforma-
tion H acting on each qubit:

�GHZ4
+� 
 �H � H � H � H��GHZ4

−� =
1
�2

��D4
�1�� + �D4

�3��� .

We get �GHZ4
+� when the amplitude of �D4

�2�� is zero and the
two remaining terms in Eq. �4� are equally balanced; i.e., the
conditions �i� ���=−���ei��−��� and �ii� ���e−i��=���ei�

are fulfilled. This holds only for �=�=��=��=1 /�2 and �
=−��=� /2 or −�=��=� /2. When we impose only condition
�i�—i.e., the amplitude of �D4

�2�� is zero �which holds for �
=�1−��2 and 
�=�−��= �2n+1�� for n� �0,1 ,2 , . . . ��—a
continuous transition between the states �W4� ��=1�, �GHZ4

+�
��=�1 /2 and 
�=��, and �W̄4� ��=0� can be achieved.

Further, three-qubit states are obtained by performing a
projective measurement P��� ,��� on �
4�:

�
3� � �����e−i���+����D3
�0�� + �����ei��D3

�3��

+ ������e−i��� +�6

4
���� + ���ei��−������e−i���

�3�D3
�1�� + ������ei��−����

+�6

4
���� + ���ei��−��������3�D3

�2�� . �5�

All permutation symmetric three-qubit states are included in
the states �
3� �18�. In particular, we note that a GHZ3 state
can be obtained directly without the need for local opera-
tions. To show this, we consider �GHZ3

−�=1 /�2��HHH�
− �VVV�� under a Hadamard transformation H acting on each
qubit:

�GHZ3
+� 
 �H � H � H��GHZ3

−� =�3

4
�D3

�1�� +�1

4
�D3

�3�� .

The state �GHZ3
+� is obtained for �=�=��=��=1 /�2, ��

=1, and �=−��=� /2.

III. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION

The states �D4
�2�� and �
5� are permutation symmetric.

Hence, their experimental implementation can be achieved
via a symmetric distribution of photons. For the observation
of the state �D4

�2�� the necessary four photons originate from
the second-order emission of a collinear, type-II spontaneous
parametric down-conversion �SPDC�. For observing the
states �
5�, we will consider different experimental imple-
mentations, which are extensions of the �D4

�2�� setup.

A. Dicke state �D4
(2)
‹

Figure 2 shows one of the possible setups for the states
�
5�. As can be seen, the setup for observing the state �D4

�2��
is at the core of it. The state �D4

�2�� was observed after a
symmetric distribution of two horizontally and two vertically
polarized photons, initially in a single spatial mode s, onto
four spatial modes �a ,b ,c ,d� via three polarization-
independent beam splitters �BS�. The photons originate from
a �-barium borate �BBO� crystal in a type-II, collinear SPDC
process, which emits the state �19,20�

��dc� = �1 − �zdc�2�
n=0

�
�izdc�n

n!
�sH

† sV
†�n�vac� , �6�

where si
† is the creation operator for a photon in mode s

having polarization i� �H ,V�, �vac� is the vacuum state, zdc
= �zdc�ei2�dc with �zdc�=tanh �, and � depends on the pump
amplitude and the coupling between the electromagnetic

TABLE II. Four-qubit entangled states obtained from the states �
5� by a single projective measurement;
cf. Eq. �4�. In analogy to Eq. �3�, the states cos2 ��D4

�1��−sin2 �e2i��D4
�3�� belong to two SLOCC classes given

by �i� �=0 or �=� /2 and �ii� �� �0,� /2� with � arbitrary.

� � � �� �� �� State

1 0 1 0 �D4
�2��

0 1 0 1 �D4
�2��

1 0 0 1 �W4�
�D4
�1��

0 1 1 0 �W̄4�
�D4
�3��

1
�2

1
�2

�

2

1
�2

1
�2

−
�

2
�GHZ4

+�

cos � sin � � sin � cos � �−� cos2 ��D4
�1��

−sin2 �e2i��D4
�3��
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field and the crystal ���1�. The probability to create a single
pair is �1− �zdc�2��zdc�2. Here, we are interested in the second-
order emission ��sH

† sV
†�2�vac�.

The BBO crystal was pumped by a frequency-doubled,
femtosecond, mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser. The spatial
mode s of the photons is defined by coupling into a single-
mode �SM� fiber. The photons pass an interference filter �IR�,
reducing their spectral distinguishability. The polarization
state of each photon is analyzed via a polarizing beam split-
ter �PBS� preceded by a half-wave plate �HWP� and quarter-
wave plate �QWP�. Finally, the photons are detected by fiber-
coupled single-photon detectors. The experimental state was
observed under the condition of detecting a photon in each of
the four spatial modes �a ,b ,c ,d�.

We found a fidelity of Fexpt= 	D4
�2���expt�D4

�2��
=0.844�0.008 to the state �D4

�2��. Using a generic entangle-
ment witness W �21�, where we use the shorthand notation
W�� ,��=�1− ���	��, with �= 2

3 and ���= �D4
�2��, genuine

four-partite entanglement of �expt was verified:
Tr�W�D4

�2� , 2
3 ��expt�= 2

3 −Fexpt=−0.177�0.008. A value �0 is
sufficient to prove genuine four-partite entanglement �21�.
Further, by using the state-discrimination method described
in �22�, we were able to exclude W- and cluster-type en-
tanglement for the experimentally observed state.

For demonstrating that we can experimentally access
states from both inequivalent tri-partite entanglement classes,
we performed a full-state tomography to reconstruct the den-
sity matrices of the respective states. A projection measure-
ment of the photon in mode d in the computational basis
yields the W3 states characterized by the density matrices
shown in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�. We calculated fidelities of
0.882�0.015 and 0.835�0.015 to the theoretical states �W3�
and �W̄3�, respectively. Their genuine tripartite entanglement
is verified via the entanglement witnesses W�W3 , 2

3 � and

W�W̄3 , 2
3 � �21�, where we determined values of

−0.215�0.015 and −0.168�0.015, respectively.
A measurement in the ��� basis yields G3 states, which

belong to the GHZ class. If we apply the corresponding
transformations �see Eq. �2�� on the measured density matri-
ces, we indeed obtain GHZ3 states; see Figs. 3�c� and 3�d�.

We determined fidelities of 0.719�0.022 and 0.733�0.024
to a GHZ3 state, respectively. An entanglement witness de-
tecting genuine tripartite entanglement of these states is
W�GHZ3, 1

2 � �21�. We find the negative values of
−0.219�0.022 and −0.233�0.024, respectively. A witness
that further excludes W-type entanglement is given by
W�GHZ3, 3

4 � �23�. The transformed GHZ3 states do not fulfill
the witness’s entanglement condition. However, by applying
local filtering operations on this witness �24�, we obtain val-
ues of −0.033�0.026 and −0.029�0.023, respectively,
which finally proves GHZ-type entanglement with a signifi-
cance of one standard deviation.

B. Towards ��5‹

1. Implementation

For observing the states �
5�, different implementations
are possible. One possibility is given by the application of a
projective measurement on the state �D6

�3�� �see Sec. II B�,
where the necessary six photons originate from the third-
order SPDC emission. However, when implementing the
state �
5� directly, only five photons are necessary and, thus,
a higher count rate should be possible. These five photons
can be obtained by superimposing the four photons from the
second-order SPDC emission with an additional photon. The
polarization of the additional photon determines the param-
eters �, �, and � in Eq. �3�. In the ideal case, the additional
photon is obtained from a single-photon source �see, e.g.,
�25,26�� that acts on demand and matches the SPDC photons
spectrally, temporally, and spatially. However, to our knowl-
edge, no such source exists. Alternatively, a heralded SPDC
source �27� can be employed, which results in practice in low
count rates, since again six photons have to be detected in
total. Instead, we investigate whether the single-photon

s

FIG. 2. �Color online� Schematic experimental setup for the
observation of the state �D4

�2�� �innermost section, dashed frame�.
The weak coherent beam, the 4:1 beam splitter as well as the de-
tection in an additional mode e are needed for the proposed experi-
mental implementation of the five photon states �
5� �details see
text�.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Experimental density matrices for the

measured W3 �a� and W̄3 �b� states. The density matrices for the
GHZ3 states of �c� and �d� are calculated from the measured G3

+ and
G3

− states. Displayed is the real part of the corresponding density
matrix.
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source can be substituted by a weak coherent beam �WCB�
�28�—i.e., whether this simplification influences the state
quality.

This implementation is based on the setup used for ob-
serving the state �D4

�2�� described in Sec. III A �Fig. 2�. The
WCB can be derived via a beam splitter �and additional at-
tenuation via optical density �OD� filters� from the Ti:sap-
phire laser, which also pumps the BBO crystal for the SPDC
process after a frequency-doubling stage. The polarization of
the WCB can be set arbitrarily via a polarizer, followed by a
HWP and QWP. These settings determine the parameters �,
�, and � in Eq. �3�. A delay line in the WCB allows one to
adjust the temporal overlap with the SPDC emission. The
photons of both sources are overlapped collinearly in the
BBO crystal and coupled in the same single-mode fiber.
They are symmetrically distributed onto the modes
�a ,b ,c ,d ,e� via a beam splitter with 4:1 splitting ratio and
further splitting as described in Sec. III A.

2. Weak coherent beam: Effects

The state of the WCB that substitutes the single-photon
source is �29�

��w� = e−�zw�2/2�
n=0

�
�zw�n

n!
�wj

†�n�vac� , �7�

where wj
† is the creation operator of a photon with polariza-

tion j in mode w, zw= �zw�ei�w, �zw�2 is the mean photon num-
ber, and �zw�2e−�zw�2 is the probability for the photon state �1�.
The photons of the WCB and SPDC originate from the same
laser—i.e., the Ti:sapphire laser—but travel different paths
before they are coupled into the same single-mode fiber. As
only their relative phase is relevant, we set for the following
considerations �dc=0, without loss of generality. In the ex-
periment the relative phase fluctuates without an active sta-
bilization of the relative delay of the WCB and SPDC pho-
tons. Further, the WCB compared to a real single-photon
source exhibits higher-order terms, resulting in multiple pho-
tons per pulse. We note that the phase dependence and the
higher-order terms have a much smaller influence if a her-
alded source is employed, of course, with the disadvantage
of requiring, effectively, a six-photon down-conversion ex-
periment.

We will now demonstrate effects caused by using the
WCB. First, we observe quantum interference, which occurs
when there are at least two indistinguishable possibilities that
lead to the same detection event. In our case this becomes
already observable when we consider only two photons.
There, the following two possibilities exist: Two photons
originate either from the SPDC emission or the WCB. To
show the interference let us assume a left circularly polarized
WCB, whose two-photon term is

� e2i�w�wL
†�2 = e2i�w�wH

† − iwV
†�2/2

= e2i�w��wH
† �2 − �wV

†�2 − 2i�wH
† wV

†��/2. �8�

For a coherent overlap—i.e., wj
†→sj

†—the last term of Eq.
�8� is identical with the first-order SPDC emission ��sH

† sV
†�.

Hence, for the twofold coincidence detection event HV, both

possibilities contribute and interfere in dependence on �w.
This is shown in Fig. 4�a�. When we change the path differ-
ence between the photons of both sources, we observe an
oscillation in the coincidence count rate on the order of the
wavelength ���m�, which is due to the change of �w. The
exact modulation is unresolved as �w was not actively stabi-
lized. The width of the envelope of that interference is on the
order of the coherence length of the photons ��100 �m�. It
indicates the spatial region for which the mode overlap is
different from zero.

Furthermore, we can observe bosonic enhancement �clon-
ing �30–32��—i.e., stimulation of the SPDC emission—
which appears independent of the employed single-photon
source and enhances the total count rate. This enhancement
is visible for, e.g., a horizontally polarized WCB as input and
registration of a threefold coincidence of HHV, Fig. 4�b�.
The single-photon term of the WCB ��wH

† � and the first-
order emission of the SPDC ��sH

† sV
†� lead incoherently over-

lapped to �wH
† sH

† sV
† �vac�= �H�w�HV�s. In contrast, a coherent

superposition yields ��sH
† �2sV

† �vac�=�2�HHV�s—hence, an
increase by a factor of 2 in the count rate due to the bosonic
enhancement �33�. This effect occurs on the order of the
coherence length of the photons ��100 �m�. In the experi-
ment we observe an enhancement of 1.52�0.03. We at-
tribute the deviation from the expected value of 2 to higher-
order emissions of the WCB and SPDC, which add an offset
to the three-photon count rate.

3. Fidelity of the states �GHZ4
+
‹ and �W4‹

In the following we give a quantitative estimate of the
influence on the quality of the desired four-photon states
when a WCB is used instead of a single-photon source. To
this end two effects have to be considered leading to the
observation of imperfect states. First, the coherent superpo-
sition of different emission orders leads, in dependence on
�w, to the observation of a different pure state. Second,
higher-order emissions cause an admixture of correlated

FIG. 4. Coherence between the weak coherent beam and the
SPDC photons. �a� Interference of the two possibilities how to ob-
tain an HV coincidence. �b� Enhanced emission �cloning� due to the
bosonic nature of photons. The solid line shows a Gaussian fit to the
data points, giving an enhancement of 1.52�0.03.
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noise. The first effect can be analyzed when considering all
terms from Eqs. �6� and �7� that contribute directly to five
photons �yielding the state on which a projective measure-
ment is applied�:

� − �zdc�2�zw�ei�wwj
†�sH

† sV
†�2/2

+ i�zdc��zw�3ei3�wwj
†3

�sH
† sV

†�/6 + �zw�5ei5�wwj
†5

/120. �9�

Only the first term is necessary to observe the state �
5�. The
other terms significantly modify the desired state.

Exemplarily, we calculate the fidelity to the ideal GHZ4
+

and W4 states when the photons from Eq. �9� are symmetri-
cally distributed onto five spatial modes and the respective
projective measurement is performed. We obtain

FW4
= 1/�1 + �zw�4/�9�zdc�2�� ,

FGHZ4
+ = 1 −

1

2 + 36
�zdc�2

�zw�4
− 12

�zdc�
�zw�2

cos�2�w�
;

see Figs. 5�a� and 5�b�. Both fidelities are better than �0.99
for �zw��0.2, whereas for higher �zw� the fidelity decreases
rapidly. This is the case as with increasing �zw� the second
term of Eq. �9� grows relatively stronger than the first term
and, thus, spoils the state quality. Obviously the relative
phase �w becomes only relevant for FGHZ4

+. There, the high-
est fidelity values are found for �w=� /2.

A second effect causes the admixture of correlated noise,
which reduces the fidelity. This admixture is produced by the
detection of additional fivefold coincidences that originate
from six or more photons �higher-order emissions from both
the SPDC and WCB�, where multiple photons are registered
by the same detector or some photons are not registered at
all. As this leads to additional noise, the quality of the ob-
served states is dependent on the photon detection efficiency.

For our setup we determined an efficiency for the photon
coupling to the single-mode fiber of �c� 1

3 and a detection
efficiency of �d� 1

3 . For calculating the fidelity in that case,
these loss channels are accounted for by additional beam
splitters with ancillary output modes �19�, where reflected
photons are lost and transmitted photons �with probability
�i� correspond to detectable photons. We consider for this
calculation all photon terms of five photons �see Eq. �9�� and
the next higher-order contribution from six photons, which
are obtained from the multiplication of Eqs. �6� with �7�. The
numerical results are shown in Figs. 5�c� and 5�d�. The fidel-
ity of the state �W4� reaches its maximum of 0.776 for �zw�
=0.39 independent of �w. For larger �zw� the fidelity de-
creases due to the increase of the multiple-photon terms of
the WCB. For lower �zw� the fidelity decreases as the contri-
bution from the third-order SPDC emission constitutes the
major source of noise. The fidelity of the state �GHZ4

+�
reaches its maximum of 0.701 for �zw�=0.6. Again, it is phase
dependent with maximal values for �w=� /2. The depen-
dence on �zw� follows the same arguments as given for the W4
state.

The calculations show that the fidelity of each state is still
high enough to demonstrate, e.g., four-photon entanglement
via an entanglement witness, as for the state �W4� ��GHZ4

+�� a
fidelity larger than 0.75 �0.5� is sufficient for this purpose
�24,34�. However, in the considerations so far, we neglected
other experimental imperfections, like spectral distinguish-
ability of photons. For pulsed type-II SPDC it is known that
the broad pump spectrum results in the generation of photons
with partial spectral distinguishability �35,36�, which leads to
an additional reduction in state fidelity. For example, the
state �D4

�2�� described in Sec. III A was observed with a fidel-
ity of Fexpt=0.844�0.008 �11�. This fidelity value can be
partly ascribed to higher-order contributions of the SPDC
emission, which give a reduction in fidelity of about 9%
�37�. However, the missing 7% can be attributed to a remain-
ing degree of distinguishability of the SPDC photons and
nonideal optical components. It is reasonable to expect that
at least the same additional reduction of the fidelity in the
proposed implementation occurs. Then, the fidelity for the
state �W4� is below the threshold for proving four-partite en-
tanglement directly.

For this reason we suggest to use a �heralded� single-
photon source instead of a WCB in order to achieve higher
fidelity values. The utilization of a single-photon source
avoids, on the one hand, noise from higher-order contribu-
tions of the WCB and therefore also phase dependence of the
state. On the other hand, even noise from the SPDC alone
would become negligible as the heralding signal from the
single-photon source serves as a trigger for a valid detection
event, and thus, the SPDC noise is suppressed. Alternatively,
one could realize the state �D6

�3�� with photons coming from
the third-order SPDC emission, however at the cost of intro-
ducing again SPDC higher-order noise. Both alternative
implementations demand new and stronger photon sources,
which are currently being developed.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated possibilities for the observation of
SLOCC-inequivalent families of three- and four-qubit en-

FIG. 5. �Color online� Calculated fidelity of W4 �a� and GHZ4
+

�b� states when considering only five-photon contributions �Eq. �9��.
Calculated fidelity of W4 �c� and GHZ4

+ �d� states when considering
also six-photon contributions. All calculations assume a strength of
the SPDC source of �zdc�=0.17, which we experimentally observed
for our setup.
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tangled states. They are based on the property of the states
�D4

�2�� and �
5� to allow access to different classes of quan-
tum states via projective measurements on single qubits.

We experimentally demonstrated that indeed all types of
three-qubit entangled states can be obtained from �D4

�2��. We
presented a scheme how the states �
5� can be observed ex-
perimentally. As this requires the use of an additional photon,
it still poses a considerable challenge when reasonable count
rates are to be achieved. We could demonstrate that the most
simple approach—i.e., substituting the single photon by a
weak coherent beam—leads to a drastic reduction of the state
quality. Yet we identified two alternative possibilities to re-
alize the powerful scheme we presented, which both seem
achievable in the near future.

Altogether, our scheme is an alternative method �6,9� for
the observation of many different multipartite entangled
states. We are optimistic that sources for the observation of
the presented states will soon be available and that schemes
relying on the same kind of approach will allow the obser-
vation of many other interesting quantum states in the future.
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